Making Selections

Creating a Selection with the Pen Tool

1. Open new file in Photoshop
2. Place Flowers.tif
3. Save
4. Select Freeform Pen Tool
5. Check Magnetic option on options bar
6. Move cursor to edge of flower
7. Click and drag around edge
   a. Click on outline that is not clear to add anchor point
   b. Delete to undo last point selected
8. Continue to start point, wait for circle and click to close
9. Command +j to copy selection to new layer
10. For mask:
11. Command +mask (bottom of layer panel) to delete background
12. Double click mask to open mask window
13. Adjust feather to soften edge

Creating a Selection with the Magnetic Lasso Tool

1. Open new file in Photoshop
2. Place Flowers.tif
3. Save
4. Select Magnetic Lasso Tool
5. Move cursor to edge of flower
6. Click and drag around edge
   a. Click on outline that is not clear to add anchor point
   b. Delete to undo last point selected
7. Continue to start point, wait for circle and click to close
8. Command +j to copy selection to new layer
9. For mask:
10. SELECT MASK (BOTTOM OF LAYER PANEL) TO DELETE BACKGROUND
11. DOUBLE CLICK MASK TO OPEN MASK WINDOW
12. ADJUST FEATHER TO SOFTEN EDGE

COMMAND +D TO EXIT SELECTION